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Stop throwing away
your inventory. Save
$15,000+ a year with
Therma
24/7 wireless temperature and humidity
sensors built with you in mind.

Actionable Real-Time
Notifications

Consistent Around-the-Clock
Monitoring
CoInspect’s equipment monitoring hardware collects
data 24/7, eliminating missing data, inaccurate numbers,
and inventory waste. Less time spent logging
temperatures gives employees more time for other tasks.

The days of surprise breakdowns and lost product are
over. Prevent incidents with configurable alerts via
email, SMS, and/or phone. Notify multiple team
members to ensure immediate resolution.

Eﬀortless
Integration

Unparalleled Data
Visibility

Built to perform inside coolers, freezers, and other harsh
environments, our sensors are easy to place and don’t
require wiring or drilling. Our all-in-one system requires
no change management.

Use any web-enabled device to view real-time data on
a streamlined dashboard built with operators in mind.
Detailed analytics and historical temperature data
unlock predictive equipment maintenance.

Eﬀortless Inventory
Protection

Military-Grade
Data Security

Avoid costly inventory spoilage while monitoring
temperature, humidity, and energy consumption with two
easy steps. Set up takes less than 10 minutes - zip tie the
sensors in place and plug in the hub. Data is encrypted
and transmitted to your dashboard in minutes via 4G - no
internet connection or configuration required.

Your data is your most valuable asset. We protect your
data like we protect our own -- end-to-end encrypted
with multiple layers and NSA-approved protocols.

Therma’s continuous equipment
monitoring already prevented one
food spoilage event within the first
3 weeks.

Since deploying Therma, we have
saved more than $3,000 in the past
3 months alone that would have
resulted from food spoilage, guest
experience impacts, and emergency
maintenance costs.

We were concerned about a power
outage due to a storm. Therma
helped us maintain food safety and
saved us a ton of money.
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Sign up for a demo today.
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